
YouK   —  
a system  
that will  
inspire you. 
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YouK - The highlight of any room

Thanks to its timeless design and clean shape, YouK is the 
functional highlight of any room. Whether in the bathroom, 
living room, home office, kitchen or used as a coat rack, 
YouK combines the functional with the homely with its  
refreshing industrial-style openness. 

You can choose whether to hang your YouK on the wall, 
stand it on the floor or mount it on optional feet.

The shelving system offers countless options to design 
your rooms with its various grids, depending on the requi-
red height, and a choice of various shelves and shelf thick-
nesses.

Its modular structure even allows to you expand your 
YouK later, simply adapting it however you like to suit your 
personal requirements.

The system //YouK
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The three //YouK modules 

1. Ladders 2. Shelves

Endless possibilities with YouK

YouK comprises three simple modules: ladders, shelves 
and functional elements, which can be combined in any 
way you choose and easily extended after initial assembly. 

All of the YouK functional elements can be added by hook-
ing them into the ladders. This is what makes our shelving 
system so easy to transform.

You can combine our shelves made of either wood 
and/or metal with each other*.

* The wooden shelves are made individually by a 
carpenter (or woodworker) and are therefore not 
included in the YouK range.

3. Functional elements

Technical Support

Short-URL:
https://kbgo.to/supe

YouK Website

Short-URL:
https://kbgo.to/yoke

Product Information

Short-URL:
https://kbgo.to/08e
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AR — Your virtual YouK

Our AR tool uses modern technology to offer you the 
chance to elevate your own home virtually with YouK. You 
can then get an initial impression of how YouK will fit into 
your room using the camera on your smartphone.

//YouK in Augmented Reality (AR)

Example
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Example: //YouK in the kitchen 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at your kitchen wall where you 
would like your YouK to hang or stand and adjust the size 
and position of the shelving system.

What you see now is our answer to the question of a stylish 
addition to your kitchen, which will catch the eye whilst in 

no way compromising on practical benefits thanks to the 
open grids and additional organisation elements. 

 
Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=4993aece-3b82-439c-8b7e-aeea123c9466&env=studio3
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-kitchen.xls
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Example: //YouK in the living room 

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at your living room wall where you 
would like your YouK to hang or stand and adjust the size 
and position of the shelving system.

Discover one of countless examples of how YouK makes 
your living room cosier and more homely with the help of  

coherent grids and numerous useful functional elements 
such as carcase holders and newspaper stands.

 
Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=29476c46-b772-4238-8e83-0aba37b1a7d6&env=studio3
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-living.xls
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Example: //YouK in the bathroom 

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at your bathroom wall where you 
would like your YouK to hang and adjust the size and posi-
tion of the shelving system.

With the help of the AR function, experience how different-
ly the modules can be arranged in the hanging YouK and 

how they can be complemented by our versatile functional 
elements such as the hook rail to change the look. This 
generates endless design possibilities for your bathroom 
with our YouK.

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=c3fd4712-1ee9-48d2-aae1-261a4a63561d&env=studio3
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-bath.xls
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Example: //YouK in the home office 

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at your home office wall where you 
would like your YouK to hang or stand and adjust the size 
and position of the shelving system.

You can now see your home office before you as a com-
pact and open shelving system complete with a spacious  

desk element and smart functional elements to organise 
your files and stationery.

 
Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-office.xls
https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=a4f1f02f-0774-4131-8bb1-e078298c7061&env=studio3
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Example: //YouK in a child’s bedroom 

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at your child‘s bedroom wall where 
you would like your YouK to hang or stand and adjust the 
size and position of the shelving system.

Discover our YouK as a modular shelving system for any 
child‘s bedroom, giving them a well-earned place to display 

their favourite toys or objects, which thanks to its flexi-
bility could still be there when these become childhood 
memories.

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=d78b8fb9-5a4c-43e7-80b1-68582f7fd423&env=studio3
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-nursery.xls
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Example: //YouK as a coat rack 

Scan the QR codes below  
to find more information  
and answers to any other 
questions you may have 
about YouK and its 
modules. 

How to use the AR function:

Scan the QR code with the camera on your smartphone to 
get started.

Now point the camera at the wall where you would like 
your YouK coat rack to stand and adjust the size and posi-
tion of the shelving system.

Experience how a coat rack can be so much more than 
just a place to store your jacket and shoes.

YouK offers you the chance to place an exciting piece 
where it will immediately catch the eye when entering your 
home thanks to its clean shape and timeless design with 
open or closed carcase holders and other additions such 
as the umbrella stand.

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items that are shown 
in the picture of our example by scanning 
our QR code.

https://app.vectary.com/viewer/v1/?model=0caa2991-8c58-4fc8-9328-cc6622920772&env=studio3
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-Wardrobe.xls
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//YouK · More inspiration 

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items 
that are shown in the 
picture of our example: 
https://kbgo.to/ukl10

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items 
that are shown in the 
picture of our example: 
https://kbgo.to/ukl9

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items 
that are shown in the 
picture of our example: 
https://kbgo.to/ukl8

Kesseböhmer item list 

Discover all of the items 
that are shown in the 
picture of our example: 
https://kbgo.to/ukl7

https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-nursery.xls
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-nursery.xls
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-nursery.xls
https://www.kesseboehmer.world/wp-content/uploads/shopping_list_kesseboehmer_YouK-nursery.xls
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